Opisthorchiasis and cholangiocarcinoma in Southeast Asia: an unresolved problem
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Abstract: The prevalence of cholangiocarcinoma (CCA) in Southeast Asia is much higher than other areas of the world. Eating raw, fermented, or undercooked cyprinid fish, infected with the liver fluke, Opisthorchis viverrini sensu lato (sl), results in chronic biliary inflammation, periductal fibrosis, and increased cancer risk. There may be associated glomerulonephritis. The process of infection is difficult to disrupt because eating practices have proven extremely difficult to change, and the life cycle of the fluke cannot be broken due to high prevalence in canine and feline reservoir hosts. Fecal analysis and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay tests can be used to diagnose opisthorchiasis. Diagnosis of CCA is complex, partly due to the lack of definitive imaging characteristics but also due to the difficulty of obtaining samples for cytology or histology. This cancer has proven to be resistant to common chemotherapy treatments and so the two avenues of treatment available are surgical resection and liver transplantation, both requiring early detection of the tumor for the best chances of success. Late presentation of symptoms reduces the chances of successful surgical intervention. While liver fluke infections can be treated with praziquantel, individuals will often become reinfected, and multiple reinfections can be more harmful than a singular, long-term infection. A key research on the detection and characterization of novel biomarkers in all parts of the carcinogenic pathway for early diagnosis is needed.
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Biology of Opisthorchis viverrini

Opisthorchis viverrini sl is a human liver fluke that currently infects 10 million people in Northeast Thailand and in Lao Peoples’ Democratic Republic.1,2 It is a species complex, comprising many genetically distinct cryptic species (some of which are morphologically identical) that infect different genetic populations of snails, associated with specific river wetlands. Thus, it is referred to as Opisthorchis viverrini sensu lato (sl), or O. viverrini sl.3,4 The first intermediate hosts in the life cycle (Figure 1) are Bithynia snails, a species complex comprising at least 11 cryptic species corresponding to O. viverrini sl. Hence, there is a high degree of genetic variation in both species complexes associated with geographical location (such as between the Chi River wetlands and the Nam Ngum River wetlands)5 (Figure 2; Table 1).

These snails, Bithynia siamensis goniomphalos, Bithynia siamensis, and Bithynia fusiculata (Figure 1), are the first intermediate hosts of O. viverrini sl, up to 8.37% of which can be infected, although in most regions it is <1%.5,6 Once the mature cercariae (larval trematode worms) have developed, they exit the snail host into the water and...
actively seek the secondary intermediate host, fish of the Cyprinidae family. Over 3 weeks, the cercariae develop to become infectious metacercariae (encysted larva). The fish accumulate infectious metacercariae, particularly in the head and fin regions, and have a much higher prevalence of infection, ranging from 42.9% (in Henicorhynchus lineatus) to 100% (in Amblyrhyhinchichthys truncates). Humans may become infected when they eat infected cyprinid fish without heating the flesh sufficiently in raw, partially cooked, or fermented dishes such as Koi Pla. Dishes such as this are socially and culturally significant, making the encouragement of changes to eating patterns challenging. Adult liver flukes produce eggs in the gall bladder, bile duct, and pancreatic duct, which enter the digestive system in the bile and are expelled along with feces. Fecal contamination of water containing Bithynia snails is a big problem and causes completion of the life cycle (Figure 1). Although poor sanitation may be a major cause of human feces entering freshwater, improvements will likely not prevent the continuation of O. viverrini sl transmission, as the feline and canine reservoir hosts will continue to pass on the eggs (Figure 1).

**Opisthorchis viverrini-induced cholangiocarcinoma (CCA) pathway**

The World Health Organization has classified *O. viverrini* sl as a group one carcinogen for its role in inducing CCA.
Initially, liver fluke infections produce acute inflammation of the large hepatic bile ducts and portal connective tissue. However, chronic infections and inflammation have been shown to be risk factors for the development of multiple stages of carcinogenesis. Despite the ease of treatment with and mass distribution of the anti-helminthic drug, praziquantel, multiple reinfection is common and infections tend to be chronic.

In chronic infections, hyperplasia, adenomatous formations, and granulomatous inflammation can be seen in the bile duct epithelium. These are caused by mechanical injury and fluke metabolic products. Oral and ventral suckers of the fluke cause mechanical damage during the processes of feeding and migration, leading to ulceration of the periductal tissue. This allows fluke eggs to enter the tissue, which in turn cause granulomatous inflammation of the tissue around them. Fluke metabolic products may be toxic or immunogenic and can interact with the bile duct epithelium to induce hyperplasia. Infiltration of inflammatory cells has been linked to the presence of \textit{O. viverrini} sl antigens, including in areas where the liver flukes themselves are not found (eg, bile ducts too small in diameter for the flukes to enter).

It has been suggested that this inflammation could be mediated by parasite-specific inflammatory cytokine interleukin...
(IL-6) and later it was demonstrated that elevated IL-6 to O. viverrini sl excretory/secretory substance levels were linked to an increased risk of 63% for developing advanced PDF (a symptom of chronic O. viverrini sl infection and indicator for high risk of CCA development) and that individuals in the third quartile of IL-6 production had a 127% higher risk of the formation of reactive oxygen species and reactive nitrogen species (ROS/RNS). NO can react with superoxide to produce peroxynitrite (ONOO⁻), a highly reactive molecule that can cause oxidative and nitrative DNA damage through the formation of DNA adducts, such as 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2′-deoxyguanosine (8oxodG) and 8-nitroguanine, in the bile duct epithelium and the presence of NDMA in the urine of infected individuals. NO can react with superoxide to produce peroxynitrite (ONOO⁻), a highly reactive molecule that can cause oxidative and nitrative DNA damage through the formation of DNA adducts, such as 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2′-deoxyguanosine (8oxodG) and 8-nitroguanine. This result DNA damage has been linked to an increase in cell proliferation caused by proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) accumulation in the bile duct epithelium (especially with repeat infections). As well as this, NO has been shown to further increase the possibility for carcinogenesis through DNA repair inhibition and inhibiting apoptosis. Excess production of NO, as a result of long-term O. viverrini sl infection and inflammation, may also increase the potential for the endogenous synthesis of N-nitrosamines, such as the carcinogenic N-dimethylnitrosamine (NDMA). This reaction has been shown to occur within the inflamed bile duct. NDMA levels have been associated with a lymphoproliferative response to O. viverrini sl antigens and can be detected in the urine of infected individuals.

Another effect of inflammation-linked ROS/RNS is lipid peroxidation. Products of the oxidation of lipids (such as trans-4-hydroxy-2-nonenal) can react with DNA bases to form the etheno-DNA adducts 1,N⁶-etheno-2′-deoxyadenosine (εdA) and 3,N⁴-etheno-2′-deoxythymidine (εdC). These lesions can initiate carcinogenesis through specific base pair substitutions and have been shown to accumulate in the white blood cells of O. viverrini sl-infected individuals, alongside 8-oxodG. The presence of the DNA adducts, 8oxodG and 8-nitroguanine, in the bile duct epithelium and the presence of NDMA in the urine of O. viverrini sl-infected individuals cease with praziquantel treatment, strongly pushing the link between these effects and O. viverrini sl infection. The amount of the DNA adducts, εdA and εdC, is also significantly lowered by antiparasitic drug treatment and can also be measured in the urine. Without praziquantel treatment, 8-nitroguanine and 8-oxodG were shown to remain present in the epithelium of hamsters 180 days after they were infected. However, reinfection was shown to increase the rate of inflammatory cell infiltration, iNOS expression in the epithelium, production of NO, and formation of 8-nitroguanine and 8oxodG with each reinfection.
tion – ultimately increasing DNA damage and risk of cancer development. This raises the question as to whether or not it is best to treat individuals who are at a high risk of reinfection with praziquantel, as it could do more harm than good. There are many social and moral complications to this question, but more research into the effects of the drug and of reinfection could help come closer to finding the answer.

The diminishing immune response to a chronic *O. viverrini* sl infection may partly help to explain why multiple reinfection can be more damaging than one chronic infection, but also suggests that immunosuppression occurs. Over time, a gradual decrease in inflammation can be seen with an associated increase in PDF – one of the key stages and identifiers of risk for CCA development. Throughout the infection inflammation process, progressive destruction and remodeling of the bile duct epithelium occurs, alongside an increase in synthesis of type I and type III collagen. The linkage of PDF to increased risk for CCA development means that in Northeast Thailand, the presence of PDF is used to identify the “at-risk” group for enhanced ultrasound scanning scheduling.

**Interactions between risk factors**

Lifestyle-related health risks and genetic polymorphisms may interact with the effects of *O. viverrini* sl infection to enhance the potential carcinogenic effects. In animal models of *O. viverrini* sl infections, nitrosamines have been shown to be an important element of cholangiocarcinogenesis. The diet in Northeast Thailand, popularly containing fermented, dried, or salted fish and pork, is high in preformed nitrosamines and therefore may be a key cause of high CCA prevalence beyond risk of containing metacercariae. There are also frequently high levels of these in well water in Northeast Thailand. Alcohol and smoking, particularly in conjunction with one another, may enhance the carcinogenic effect of *O. viverrini* sl infection. Smoking further introduces nitrosamines into the body, alongside its many other well-known carcinogenic contents. Alcohol affects nitrosamine metabolism, distribution, and carcinogenic effect, thereby creating a greater risk of carcinogenesis for those with high nitrosamine intakes. Genetic polymorphisms such as the null variant of glutathione-S-transferase enzyme (GSTM1) may also increase cancer risk in combination with *O. viverrini* sl infection. The ineffective form of this carcinogen detoxifying enzyme is thought to lead to an increase in endogenous nitrosamine production in *O. viverrini* sl-infected individuals and an increased carcinogenic effect. There are many other biliary tract-affecting disorders that are linked to CCA incidence, such as primary sclerosing cholangitis, congenital fibropolycystic liver disease, biliary papillomatosis, hepatolithiasis, and cirrhosis, and there are even weak links to hepatitis B and C. However, very little research published into the combined effects that these might have with *O. viverrini* sl infection exists. Another emerging risk factor for CCA is asbestos exposure. It would be interesting to explore the extent of impact this may have had in Southeast Asia, particularly in conjunction with *O. viverrini* sl infection. Further research may give greater insight into the effects that combinations of risk factors can have on the risk of an *O. viverrini* sl infection and perhaps help to shape education and policy on the matter in Southeast Asia.

**Renal comorbidity**

Renal pathologies have been found to develop secondary to hepatobiliary abnormalities. In a study with hamsters infected with *O. viverrini* sl, mesangioproliferative glomerulopathy developed after 8 weeks, followed by tubular atrophy and fibrosis, as well as amyloid deposition, all coinciding with PDF and CCA. One study found immunoglobulins to *O. viverrini* sl antigens in the urine, suggestive of glomerulonephritis, and concluded IgG against *O. viverrini* sl may have potential as a biomarker due to the positive correlation with the disease progression. This is thought to be caused by the deposition of immune complexes resulting in the chemotraction of leukocytes and inflammation, thus increasing glomerular pore size. The greater the pore size, the more IgG reaches the urine, to such a level that it overloads the reabsorption capacity of the proximal tubule. This aspect of opisthorchiasis deserves more research to allow the disease to be correctly diagnosed and treated as a syndrome.

**Diagnosis**

Formalin–ethyl acetate sedimentation concentration technique (FECT) is currently seen as the gold standard for determining *O. viverrini* sl infection and uses a microscope to count any eggs present in the feces and quantify the intensity of infection in eggs per gram (epg). FECT is a simple, noninvasive procedure, but requires an experienced microscopist, due to the frequently low egg output of individuals, and also several samples and repeats to reduce false-negatives. This method also relies on the parasites having reached the level of maturity required to release eggs into the gastrointestinal tract, which leads to a low specificity as eggs may not be present despite an *O. viverrini* sl infection. Furthermore, *O. viverrini* sl eggs can be easily confused with those of other parasites, such as...
minute intestinal flukes, leading to false-positives. Thus, FECT is often used alongside monoclonal antibody-based (mAb) enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) or indirect antibody ELISA.

mAb ELISA detects *O. viverrini* sl antigens in the feces, or coproantigens, and is more sensitive than FECT. It does not cross-react with flukes, unlike indirect antibody ELISA, but it only detects current infections, while indirect antibody ELISA can detect past infections, as antibodies persist in body fluids following treatment with praziquantel. Those with past infections are still at risk of CCA, and so indirect antibody ELISA is helpful for identifying this cohort.

Indirect antibody ELISA is used when only a blood or urine sample is available. While antibody levels are higher in serum, urine is a noninvasive alternative that does not require rapid processing or a trained phlebotomist. Both the ELISA tests are more sensitive to scanty *O. viverrini* sl infections than is FECT. The prevalence of *O. viverrini* sl infections means it is likely that some individuals have an infection with worms that have yet to reach maturity and so do not release eggs, demonstrating the need for ELISA to be used to confirm the FECT result and prevent false-negatives.

The next step is to determine the extent of the disease. The presenting symptoms of CCA cannot provide a differential diagnosis, and so imaging and endoscopic techniques are often used to diagnose PDF and CCA. Ultrasound is the primary imaging tool in Southeast Asia due to its low cost and portability. It is sensitive to bile duct dilation and can detect PDF, but not malignancy. Therefore, MRI and CT scans are performed at the hospital if abnormalities are found. Both CT and MRI can determine malignancy, but MRI provides superior soft-tissue resolution, can determine periductal infiltration and the extent of localization of a tumor, and can identify small lesions to a higher degree than CT. However, CT scans cost less and are widely used in Southeast Asia as an alternative. An endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) is used to image the biliary tree while also obtaining biliary brushings and bile samples for histopathology and cytology. However, the fibrous nature of the tumor can lead to low yields in sample collection, and a range of other sampling and interpretive errors decrease the specificity of this technique. There is also a therapeutic value as plastic or self-expanding metal stents can be deployed to allow biliary drainage. Magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) is a magnetic resonance imaging scan optimized for the biliary and pancreatic ducts and is increasingly preferred as the diagnostic test of choice due to its noninvasive nature as opposed to ERCP. Using the high water content of bile as a contrast medium, it is an excellent technique for assessing biliary obstruction and localization of lesions, but ERCP is still often needed for biopsies and deploying stents.

All current available biomarkers lack specificity and sensitivity, and so the present research focuses on reliable biomarkers to allow early monitoring of opisthorchiasis.

## Biomarkers

Imaging PDF is extremely subjective; hence, biomarkers are needed to determine individuals at risk of developing CCA to monitor the disease. CCA has multiple pathways, and so, ideally, multiple biomarkers are needed to cover all pathways, requiring different avenues of research.

One such approach used magnetic resonance spectroscopy to analyze the chemical composition of bile in individuals with CCA against controls and assess if any differing molecules could be used as biomarkers. Using multivariate pattern-recognition analysis, CCA samples were successfully discriminated for non-CCA samples with a sensitivity of 80% and specificity of 95%, with phosphatidylcholine, H-18 bile acids, and taurine-conjugated bile acid being the most useful metabolites for differentiating the samples. Glycine-conjugated bile acids were found to be significantly raised in CCA patients’ bile, leading to the conclusion that primary bile acids, as well as glycine-conjugated bile acids, may have potential for use as biomarkers.

Products caused by oxidative DNA damage can often be used as biomarkers. Hamsters infected with *O. viverrini* sl have been shown to express iNOS in the epithelial bile duct cells and inflammatory cells, resulting in an excess of ROS/RNS, and the formation of DNA adducts, such as 8-nitroguanine and 8-oxodG. The levels of the two DNA adducts were found to increase with increasing numbers of reinfections. 8-oxoG was found in leukocytes and significantly correlated with the levels in the urine and with the progression of the disease.

One study found that urine 8-oxoG levels were significantly different between control individuals (healthy and advanced PDF negative – APF–) and those with advanced hepatobiliary disease (CCA and advanced PDF positive – APF+). There was no significant difference between those with CCA and APF.

The area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver–operating characteristic curve to diagnose APF was 0.74 and 0.88 for CCA. Thus, 8-oxoG has been classed as robust, accurate, reproducible, and stable; however, as levels are raised in
several other cancers, the ability of 8-oxodG to act as a biomarker is diminished.\textsuperscript{77,78}

Immunoglobulins against \textit{O. viverrini} sl antigens are significantly upregulated throughout the carcinogenesis process and the levels correlate with disease progression.\textsuperscript{29} The renal abnormalities that occur alongside the hepatobiliary pathologies mean the more advanced the disease, the higher the damage to the glomerulus, allowing more IgG to filter into the urine.\textsuperscript{47} One study found that >60\% of individuals who were APF+, and all of the CCA individuals, tested positive for IgG against \textit{O. viverrini} sl antigen in the urine, yet nearly all individuals had it in their blood. This implies that only individuals with advanced hepatobiliary pathologies had developed renal complications significant enough for the IgG to be present in the urine. The levels of urine IgG against \textit{O. viverrini} sl were significantly higher in individuals with hepatobiliary abnormalities as opposed to controls, were able to differentiate between CCA and other stages of opisthorchiasis, and could discriminate between light and heavy \textit{O. viverrini} sl infections.\textsuperscript{43}

**DNA mutations**

CpG islands are a potential source of biomarkers and are often methylated in cancers which result in transcriptional silencing.\textsuperscript{79,80} One study aimed at looking for hypermethylation at certain loci to find prognostic or diagnostic biomarkers.\textsuperscript{81} In order to analyze the data, a methylation index (MI) was created which was the ratio of the number of methylated CpG islands and the total number of CpG islands looked at.\textsuperscript{52} The result was that the MI for CCA (0.12) was significantly higher than that for normal tissues (0.02). Opioid binding protein/cell adhesion molecule like gene (OPCML) was the most commonly methylated (72.5\%).\textsuperscript{80} It was not found methylated in normal tissues and was associated with less differentiated CCA, leading to a worse prognosis and increased chance of metastasis.\textsuperscript{83,84} OPCML is a tumor-suppressor gene and is methylated in several other cancers, such as ovarian cancer, and so is of little use when used alone.\textsuperscript{85} PTEN, HIC1, and SFRP1 were also all often found to be highly methylated and are thought to play a role in the increase of proliferation and survival advantage as well as having an antiapoptotic effect. Patients who had methylation at the locus of DcR1 were found to have a longer survival than those without, suggesting that DcR1 could be used to indicate the prognosis of CCA patients.\textsuperscript{80}

**MicroRNA**

Many cancers cause an up/downregulation of certain miRNAs which can be detected in bodily fluids.\textsuperscript{86} In CCA, the levels of several miRNAs have been found to change, such as miR-141 which increases, and miR-370 which decreases, and miR-21 which was found to correlate with the disease progression in hamsters.\textsuperscript{71,87,88} One study found that serum miR-192 levels in CCA patients were significantly higher than in healthy subjects, with an AUC of 0.803, but were not significantly increased as the opisthorchiasis progressed.

Despite this, the increase in miR-192 levels throughout the carcinogenesis pathway implies that the increase is caused by parasite-driven inflammation. High levels also carried a significant correlation with lymph node metastasis and decreased survival rates, meaning it can be used as a prognostic marker.\textsuperscript{89}

The use of miR-192 as a biomarker when found in the urine has also been researched, alongside miR-21. In the urine, the miR-192 levels were significantly different between healthy and \textit{O. viverrini} sl infected, healthy and PDF, and healthy and CCA. Not only this, but the level of miRNA-192 between healthy and other inflammatory diseases was not significant and so can be described as disease specific. miR-21 was found to be significantly higher for PDF, CCA, and other inflammatory diseases as opposed to healthy subjects, making it a useful potential biomarker, although it is not unique for CCA. When the two miRNAs were combined, the results for differentiating between individuals improved and removed the problem of miR-21 not being disease specific.\textsuperscript{90}

**Current treatment**

Praziquantel is a cheap and effective anti-helminth drug to treat \textit{O. viverrini} sl infections and was used for mass drug administration in Thailand in the early 1980s to prevent CCA. This effectively reduced the prevalence from 80\% to 15\%–20\% by 1997.\textsuperscript{91} Although praziquantel will stop parasitic infection, any inflammation and fibrosis in the bile duct that remain will be a risk factor for CCA development. A further problem is that many individuals will become reinfected with \textit{O. viverrini} sl which may increase the risk for CCA, due to the acute inflammatory phase of reinfection, as opposed to chronic inflammation.\textsuperscript{92} Therefore, repeat drug administration may increase the risk of cholangiocarcinogenesis if people continue to eat raw fish and get reinfected following praziquantel treatment.

Effective CCA treatment is limited, showing a resistance to chemotherapy, with a very low response rate.\textsuperscript{93} One study has potentially found a future use for chemotherapy: to prevent TRAIL (Tumor necrosis factor Related Apoptosis Inducing Ligand) resistance. When used in conjunction with recombinant TRAIL, or TRAIL receptor agonistic
monoclonal antibodies, it is potentially a selective CCA treatment, as tumor cells are much more sensitive than normal cells to TRAIL-induced apoptosis.

Nonetheless, in Southeast Asia, the only two current effective treatments are surgical resection and liver transplantation. By the time CCA presents, the prognosis is usually poor, as the tumor is too advanced for resection. While hilar tumors can be aggressively managed with portal embolization alongside liver and portal vein resections, extrahepatic tumor growth is a contraindication for surgery. Reports show that, of those who had a “successful,” that is, R0 resection, the 5-year survival rate was still only 25%–30%, dropping to 0%–12% for patients with positive margins. A study group from Northeast Thailand managed to gain a promising R0 resection rate of 64% from 83 patients. The 5-year survival for the entire group was 21% while that of the R0 group was 30%. Despite a poor general prognosis, when neoadjuvant chemotherapy is used, a 65% cure rate can be achieved with perihilar CCA cases.

When resection is not an option for intrahepatic CCA, those without any extrahepatic growth may be eligible for liver transplant. In the past, liver transplantation was seen as ineffective in treating CCA with a 5-year survival rate of 0%–20% in published series from Kings College London and Hannover. However, recent studies have given renewed interest in liver transplantation, with a US center achieving a 5-year survival rate of >70% using neoadjuvant chemotherapy with a carefully selected group. Another group in Scandinavia achieved a 50% 5-year survival rate, again with highly stringent patient selection. Typically, these cases involve very small tumors, which are deemed resectable, and occur on the perihilar region of the liver. Only a few percent of those considered are deemed eligible. These studies indicate that instead of seeing liver transplantation as a poor alternative, the guidelines for which patients are eligible should be more stringent.

Immunotherapy is a promising new treatment to be used adjuvantly to surgery and/or chemotherapy. The presence of leukocytes in infected sites allows for exploitation of the immune system to fight the tumor. Personal peptide vaccines, which immunize the patient against a host of antigens, and dendritic vaccines, which immunize against one antigen with no need for processing and a reduced autoimmunity are both significantly more effective used adjuvantly with chemotherapy compared to chemotherapy alone. As well as with chemotherapy, dendritic vaccines resulted in an average survival time of 17.4 months when administered alongside surgery compared to 7.7 months for surgery alone.

A meta-analysis found that a higher expression of immune active factors resulted in a significantly better prognosis ($P<0.00001$) and that altering the tumor microenvironment to increase the T-cell infiltration significantly increased the 6-month progression-free survival rate ($P<0.05$). Cyto-toxic T-lymphocyte antigen 4 and the interaction between programmed cell death 1 (PD1) and its ligand (PDL1) are pathways the tumor uses to evade the immune system. Passive immunotherapy uses monoclonal antibodies to block these interactions so the immune system can fight the tumor. However, while this has been done in other malignancies such as melanoma, there is no published data on the efficacy against CCA.

When the tumor is too advanced for curative treatment, the only other option is palliative care. In Northeast Thailand, over 95% of cases have stage 4 CCA and so 70%–80% of patients receive palliative treatment using stents for biliary drainage. The high number of stage 4 CCA cases highlights the need for research into earlier diagnosis to find cases earlier on in their progression.

**Summary**

The high rate of *O. viverrini* sl infection in Southeast Asia has led to Northeast Thailand having the highest incidence of CCA in the world. Infection with the liver fluke can be easily diagnosed with FECT or ELISA, with praziquantel being used as treatment. However, due to CCA-afflicted individuals remaining asymptomatic until the end stages of the disease, the cure rate without early diagnosis and intervention is dire. Thus, ultrasounds are now routinely used to screen individuals for potentially early stages of CCA or those in the risk group with PDF. MRI and CT scans are used further to evaluate potential malignancy and ERCPs can be used for further confirmation. *O. viverrini* sl has also been implicated in renal pathology, caused by an immune response with resultant glomerulonephritis. The resulting IgG found in urine has the potential to be used as a syndromic biomarker. Research into biomarkers from various aspects of the carcinogenic pathway is now underway to detect CCA in the early stages and allow for a higher chance of successful intervention.

**Conclusion**

To best combat CCA in Southeast Asia in the short term, research should focus on early and better diagnosis of CCA and its warning signs. Continued effort to produce a range of biomarkers for various stages of the carcinogenic pathway could lead to a dramatically reduced mortality rate and better
prognoses for patients. Longer-term future public education schemes, such as those organized by the Cholangiocarcinoma Screening and Care Program (CASCAP), should continue to be introduced and expanded to teach communities about the dangers of eating certain types of raw, partially cooked, or fermented fish, and perhaps over time, practices will evolve concerning “raw attitudes.”

In a recent publication, researchers investigated into the under-researched renal effects of opisthorchiasis could also garner some insight into the complicated effect of long-term *O. viverrini* infection and how it can be tackled as a syndrome.
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